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a thick pancake. Next, they pull or
pinch out rays from the edges and add
details as desired with bits of red, yellow, and white clay. As students finish,
they place their suns on papers labeled
with their names and make drawings
around their clay suns. Kindergartners
are very proud of their creations and
often remember this color-mixing
experiment for quite a while.
First Grade
Color Mixing
In first grade, we revisit
the idea of warm colors
and the sun using different media, but we
still focus on color mixing. We review why the
sun is important and
note similarities and
differences among sun
images. Students are
given red, yellow, and
white paint and practice
mixing as many different warm colors as they
can when painting their
own sun images.
The following week
when the paintings are
dry, students review
how they made each
color. Oil pastels are
used to add details, patterns, and backgrounds.
Finished paintings radiate from the bulletin boards and bring
warm smiles to students and staff.
The proof of the success of these lessons is that students come back every
year remembering this experience and
remind me of how we made orange.
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